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ABSTRACT

Author: Kim, Tae Hoon. Ph.D.
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: December 2017
Title: Hyperspectral Image Reconstruction from RGB Data and Its Biomedical
Applications
Major Professor: Young L. Kim
Noninvasive label-free hyperspectral imaging of physiological changes in
biological systems has been extensively used as invaluable tools in a variety of research
areas, including medical and biological applications. However, conventional approach
requires a critical, yet bulky, expensive, and slow optical component (i.e. a mechanical
filter wheel, an imaging spectrograph, or a liquid crystal tunable filter) for capturing full
spectral information. Therefore, this component limits development of compact, rapid,
and cost-effective systems. In this respect, we propose to explore a possibility of
spectrometerless (or spectrometer-free) hyperspectral imaging to map out detailed spatial
distributions of biochemical absorption compounds or pigments, which are key traits for
physiological evaluation. In this work, we demonstrate that a combination of 3-color
CCD imaging system and a hyperspectral reconstruction method offers simple
instrumentation and provides hyperspectral image data to noninvasively detect
physiological changes of various biological tissues.
In Chapter 2, we apply this proposed method to plant model to investigate a
possibility of visualizing heterogeneous responses to various types of abiotic and biotic
stress. We report a spectrometerless (or spectrometer-free) reflectance imaging method
that allows for nondestructive and quantitative chlorophyll imaging in individual leaves
in situ in a handheld device format. Detailed spatial distribution of chlorophyll content in
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a whole leaf was successfully visualized with a high correlation between the reflectance
spectra pattern and the chlorophyll content. This approach could potentially be integrated
into a compact, inexpensive, and portable system, while being of great value in highthroughput phenotyping facilities and laboratory settings.
As another application, Chapter 3 shows a potential benefit of the proposed
method to supplement qualitative scoring of conjunctival redness developed for farmers
to gauge anemia in small ruminants and identify animals that require treatment. We
report experimental and numerical results for simple, yet reliable, noninvasive
hemoglobin detection that can be correlated with laboratory-based blood hemoglobin
testing for anemia diagnosis. In our pilot animal study using calves, we exploit the third
eyelid (i.e. palpebral conjunctiva) as an effective sensing site. To further test
spectrometer-free (or spectrometerless) hemoglobin assessments, we implement full
spectral reconstruction from RGB data and partial least square regression. The unique
combination of RGB-based spectral reconstruction and partial least square regression
could potentially offer uncomplicated instrumentation and avoid the use of a
spectrometer, which is vital for realizing a compact and inexpensive hematology device
for quantitative anemia detection in the farm field.
In Chapter 4, we present that mathematical hyperspectral reconstruction from
RGB images in a simple imaging setup can provide reliable visualization of hemoglobin
content in a large skin area. Without relying on a complicated, expensive, and slow
hyperspectral imaging system, we demonstrate the feasibility of determining
heterogeneous or multifocal areas of inflammatory hyperemia associated with
experimental photocarcinogenesis in mice. Sensitive and accurate assessment of

xv
dermatologic inflammatory hyperemia would be beneficial to laypeople for monitoring
their own skin health on a regular basis, to patients for looking for timely clinical
examination, and to primary care physicians or dermatologists for delivering effective
treatments. Therefore, we envision that RGB-based reconstructed hyperspectral imaging
of subclinical inflammatory hyperemic foci could potentially be integrated with the builtin camera (RGB sensor) of a smartphone to develop a simple imaging device that could
offer affordable monitoring of dermatologic health.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Hyperspectral imaging is an emerging optical imaging modality that combines
spectroscopy and conventional imaging, which is also referred to as imaging
spectrometry. Hyperspectral imaging systems collect two-dimensional spatial
information (x, y) of the imaged object and one-dimensional spectral information (λ) at
each pixel in the object (this acquired 3D data set is also called a hypercube). The
hypercube can be thought as a stack of images, each of them acquired at a different
wavelength. Hyperspectral imaging was initially developed for observation of the Earth
by NASA/JPL and continued to grow actively in the field of remote sensing with the
technological advances in computing, optical filtering, and image sensing ,3-' In
addition, due to its capability of capturing unique spectral signatures of the object,
hyperspectral imaging has been used in a wide variety of fields such as food quality and
safety analysis ,4)6-& precision agriculture ,7)0/-& pharmaceutical process monitoring
,00-& and biomedicine ,01)05-'
In biomedical applications, noninvasive diagnostics and early disease detection
are one of the promising candidates for hyperspectral imaging. Light traveling into the
biological tissue undergoes absorption in various biochemical compounds and multiple
scattering due to heterogeneous tissue structures as it propagates through the tissue ,06-'
Since the absorption and scattering characteristics of the biological tissue are assumed to
change as physical and diseases status vary ,07-& it is expected that the light reflected
from or transmitted through the tissue should provide important information that can
identify various pathologic conditions. For instance, it is reported that cancer cells and
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healthy cells have different spectral signatures, which can be differentiated by
hyperspectral imaging without the need of tissue biopsy ,08-' The main difference from
conventional spectroscopy is that hyperspectral imaging is capable of visualizing the
heterogeneous structure of the biological tissue and delivering quantitative spatial
mapping of diseases-specific substances ,1/-, compared to single spot-measurements of
spectroscopy, possibly lacking the critical information on spatial distribution. For this
respect, hyperspectral imaging has the great potential in clinical diagnosis and
noninvasive early detection of diseases, because it is able to detect morphological and
biochemical changes in the tissue of interest ,10&11-'
For label-free imaging, however, conventional hyperspectral imaging systems rely
on the use of a mechanical filter wheel, an imaging spectrograph, or a liquid crystal
tunable filter (hereinafter referred to as a spectrometer), all of which limit the
development of simple, compact, and cost-effective systems. To build compact and
affordable systems for widespread utilization, it is critical to implement a
spectrometerless (or spectrometer-free) imaging system. Such a system can be realized
by utilizing methods and techniques that can reliably reconstruct full spectral information
from RGB image data, which are easily acquired by commonly used 3-color CCD (or
CMOS) cameras. Fortunately, several methods for spectral reconstruction with RGB
data have been studied extensively ,12)3/-' The most common methods can be
categorized into two groups: Wiener estimation ,12)2/&21&22- and various regression
methods ,23&24&26)3/-. Thus, these hyperspectral reconstruction methods using RGB
data could potentially lead to the simplicity for instrumentation and operation without
using bulky and expensive spectrometers.
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Moreover, slow imaging acquisition time of conventional hyperspectral imaging
systems limits broad applications in the field of biomedical imaging, especially when the
spatial and spectral resolutions are high. A mechanical filter wheel drastically slows
image acquisition time, preventing high-temporal imaging from a conventional
hyperspectral imaging system. For instance, if you want to investigate the spatiotemporal
features of blood oxygen level dependent signals and their relevance to neuronal activity
,30-& conventional scanning-based hyperspectral imaging system will not be adequate for
such a demanding application in which the time scale of neuron actions can be very short
(around a millisecond) ,31-' There have been attempts to develop a snapshot
hyperspectral imaging system that acquires the hypercube in video rates ,32-& but slow
post-processing usually compromises the advantage of the fast image acquisition,
especially when the dimension of hypercube is large ,12&33-' Therefore, it is vital to
develop fast, high-throughput, and affordable hyperspectral imaging systems, which
could potentially deliver real-time acquisition of high resolution hyperspectral imaging
data sets for biological tissues.

The identified gaps from the aforementioned argument are as follows.
i.

Simple, compact and inexpensive hyperspectral imaging systems for
widespread utilization are needed especially in the clinical settings.

ii.

Faster (e.g. near real-time) image acquisition is often required to investigate
physiological changes of biological tissues with very short time scale and to
assist image dynamics of disease-associated biochemical compounds.
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We propose that a spectrometer-free imaging approach based on hyperspectral image
reconstruction from RGB data would be a potential solution to resolve these gaps. In this
approach, RGB images for biological tissues are simply captured in real-time by 3-color
CCD camera. Therefore, our hypothesis is that a RGB based imaging system can be used
for spectrometer-free hyperspectral imaging capable of providing full spectrum
information of biological samples.
The dissertation consists of two major components: i) a unique combination of 3color CCD imaging system and RGB-based hyperspectral reconstruction method is
developed to map out detailed spatial distributions of biochemical absorption compounds
or pigments; ii) the proposed approach is utilized and validated in various biological and
medical applications. In Chapter 2, we explore a possibility of visualizing heterogeneous
responses of plant model to various types of abiotic and biotic stress. We demonstrate
detailed spatial distribution of chlorophyll content in a whole leaf through nondestructive
and quantitative chlorophyll imaging in individual leaves in situ in a handheld device
format. In Chapter 3, we report experimental and numerical results for simple, yet
reliable, noninvasive hemoglobin detection that can be correlated with laboratory-based
blood hemoglobin testing for anemia diagnosis in animal study using the third eyelid (i.e.
palpebral conjunctiva) of calves. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate the feasibility of
determining heterogeneous or multifocal areas of inflammatory hyperemia associated
with experimental photocarcinogenesis in mice. Finally, future direction is briefly
addressed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2.
NONSPECTROSCOPIC IMAGING FOR
QUANTITATIVE CHLOROPHYLL SENSING

2.1 Introduction
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There are a few methods currently available for quantifying chlorophyll content.
Since subtle alterations in chlorophyll are not visible until they reach a certain level,
destructive biochemical analyses serve as the gold standard. Optical meters, which
quantify chlorophyll content as spot-measurements, are also used as an advanced method,
given the nondestructive nature of the technologies [48]. However, these methods
provide chlorophyll content in a single spot area, lacking the information on spatial
distribution. In this respect, fluorescent imaging of chlorophyll has received considerable
attention as a nondestructive imaging method [49–51]. Indeed, chlorophyll fluorescence
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imaging serves as a valuable tool for quantifying leaf photosynthetic efficiency. On the
other hand, quantitative assessment of absolute chlorophyll content using chlorophyll
fluorescence is often limited, because fluorescent signals depend on measurement
parameters, including the duration (e.g. continuous or pulsed) and the bandwidth (e.g.
laser or incoherent light source) of the excitation source as well as quenching of
fluorescence. Thus, it would not be straightforward to obtain an absolute value of
chlorophyll content, when different instruments for detecting chlorophyll fluorescence
are utilized. As a result, fluorescence signals in plants often serve as a proxy measure or
an indirect indicator of photosynthesis. On the other hand, reflectance measurements are
based on elastic light scattering and absorption, in which the wavelength is not changed
by the scattering or absorption processes without energy conversion. In this respect,
reflectance-based approaches could potentially provide simple and reliable quantification
of chlorophyll content, while resolving its spatial heterogeneity.
For label-free imaging, conventional hyperspectral imaging systems rely on the
use of a mechanical filter wheel, an imaging spectrograph, or a liquid crystal tunable
filter, all of which limit the development of simple, compact, and cost-effective systems.
To build compact and affordable systems for widespread utilization, it would be desirable
to realize a spectrometerless (or spectrometer-free) imaging system. Such a system can
be implemented by utilizing an algorithm that can reliably reconstruct full spectral
information from RGB image data, which are easily acquired by commonly used 3-color
CCD (or CMOS) cameras. Fortunately, several methods for spectral reconstruction with
RGB data have been studied extensively [23,29,52]. Thus, hyperspectral reconstruction
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approaches using RGB data could potentially lead to the simplicity for instrumentation
and operation without using bulky and expensive color filters and spectrometers.
In this study, we report that a spectrometerless reflectance imaging method can
map out detailed spatial distributions of chlorophyll content in individual leaves in situ in
a handheld device format. First, we confirm that reflectance spectral patterns correlate
with chlorophyll content in leaves assessed by biochemical analyses. Initially, we utilize
a laboratory system coupled with an imaging spectrograph with a high spectral resolution
for obtaining a full reflectance spectrum in each (x, y) location. As a testing model,
Arabidopsis thaliana is used. We also measure the total chlorophyll content in each
sample using conventional biochemical assays. Second, we conduct numerical
experiments for extracting chlorophyll content without using hyperspectral imaging data.
We implement a hyperspectral reconstruction algorithm that reliably reconstructs the full
spectral information in plant leaves from RGB data. Third, we test a handheld-type
spectrometerless imaging system consisting of a 3-color CCD camera and a white-light
LED as a detector and a light source, respectively. Finally, we demonstrate detailed
chlorophyll imaging in a whole leaf by acquiring RGB data only, without using an
imaging spectrograph in a pilot testing study.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Plant Models and Biochemical Assays for Chlorophyll Quantitation
A series of 24 leaf samples from Arabidopsis thaliana, a well-known model plant,
were utilized for covering a wide range of total chlorophyll content from 0.17 µg/mg to
1.68 µg/mg. Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Col-0 was cultivated at a light intensity of 100
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μE m-2 sec-1 at 22°C under a photoperiod of 16-hour light/ 8-hour dark. Rosette leaves
were detached from four-week old plants, were incubated in a solution of 3 mM MES (2[N-morpholino] ethanesulfonic acid) at pH 5.7, and were kept under dark for up to six
days. For conventional biochemical assays, we extracted chlorophyll with 95% ethyl
alcohol after incubating the samples at 70°C for one hour. Then, absorbance at 665 nm
and 649 nm was measured using a UV/visible spectrophotometer. Finally, total
chlorophyll content (i.e. chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b) was calculated in the unit of
µg/mg (i.e. chlorophyll/fresh weight) as previously described [53].
2.2.2 Laboratory Hyperspectral Imaging System
For obtaining experimental spectra from leaf samples, our recently developed
system described elsewhere was used [2,54,55]. This system allowed us to acquire a
matrix of reflectance intensity (also known as a hypercube) S  ! "T as a function of the
position (x, y) and the wavelength " of light. The specification included a transverse
resolution of ~100 µm with a field of view of 15 × 15 mm2, an imaging depth of ~ 1 mm,
and a spectral range of 400 – 770 nm with a spectral resolution of 2 nm. A backdirectional (angular) filtering scheme in the detection part collected the light reflected
from the sample within a narrow solid angle in the exact backward direction. Importantly,
this configuration avoided spectral variations originating from different systems, because
reflectance spectra, in particular scattering components are highly sensitive to
illumination and detection geometries [56]. It should be noted that this aspect is crucial
to apply a hyperspectral image reconstruction algorithm, trained by hyperspectral data
obtained from the laboratory system, to a spectrometerless imaging system.
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To remove the stray background light and to compensate for the system
responses, the following procedures were implemented: [2,57] First, after the
acquisition of a raw intensity matrix from the sample  S  ! "T, a background
intensity matrix  S  ! "T without the sample was measured and then subtracted
from the raw intensity matrix. Second, by placing a reflectance reference standard
(Labsphere, North Sutton, NH) on the sample stage, a reference intensity matrix
 S  ! "T was measured. Because the reflectance reference standard had flat
spectral and uniform spatial responses in the entire visible range,  S  ! "T
captured the entire system responses. Third,  S  ! "T was normalized by
 S  ! "T such that
S  ! "T R

9MKCAFHCI (<=>) *9@?AGELJNIB (<=>)
9LCDCLCIAC (<=>) *9@?AGELJNIB (<=>)

.

(2.1)

Thus, the resultant intensity matrix S  ! "T was mainly determined by the scattering
and absorption properties of the sample, without being affected by the system responses,
including the light source or the camera.
2.2.3 Spectrometerless Imaging System Using a 3-color CCD
A working prototype of the spectrometerless hyperspectral imaging system was also
constructed, as shown in Figure 2.1. To directly use a hyperspectral reconstruction
algorithm trained using the laboratory system, it was important to minimize any spectral
variations resulting from different illumination and detection configurations [56]. Thus,
the illumination and detection configurations of the laboratory system were mimicked in
the prototype system. In particular, a telecentric lens with coaxial illumination
(magnification of 0.3×, Schott Moritex, Japan) allowed us to image the light scattered
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from the sample in the exact backward direction with respect to the incident light, acting
as back-directional angular gating in the reflection mode [58]. A white-light LED
(0.315" LED Spot Light, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) was coupled to the telecentric
lens via a fiber optic light guide and was illuminated onto the plant sample. The light
reflected from the sample was collected using the same telecentric lens mounted with a 3color CCD (Color Grasshopper3, Point Grey Research, Richmond, BC). The system had
a field of view of 70 mm × 60 mm with a pixel size of 56 µm. Similar to the
hyperspectral measurements, an RGB intensity matrix was normalized by a reference
signal from the reflectance reference standard to compensate for the spectral and spatial
responses of the entire system, including the light source, the fiber optic light guide, the
telecentric lens, and the CCD camera. Thus, it should also be noted that this resultant
intensity matrix was relatively independent of the spectral responses of the light source
and the camera.
2.2.4 Reconstruction of Hyperspectral Image Data from RGB Data
The relationship between a full reflectance spectrum and an RGB reflectance spectrum
in each (x, y) position can be modeled such that [23,29,52]
&Q%

where

R

&Q. .Q%

P &Q% ,

is a Qvector that has RGB intensities,

responses of the 3-color camera sensor,  is a

(2.2)

is a Q

matrix of the spectral

Qvector that has the reflectance

intensity normalized by the reflectance standard, and  is a Qvector of system noise
with zero mean.  indicates the number of wavelengths. In our case, N = 186 from 400
nm to 700 nm with an interval of 2 nm. In general, S can be obtained from the sensor
manufacturer or be estimated mathematically from training color samples [59,60]. Then,
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the problem to reconstruct a full spectrum from an RGB spectrum is to solve the
following question “Would it be possible to compute or estimate  given  and  are
known?” In fact, Equation (2.2) can be considered as a system of linear equation.
However, since the dimension of

is a Q , an infinite number of solutions of  can

exist to satisfy Equation (2.2). Fortunately, several methods and techniques for
reconstructing full spectra from RGB data have been studied extensively, such as Wiener
estimation [23,25,27–29,52] and regression methods [37–39].
Suppose that a reflectance spectrum  and a corresponding RGB spectrum
collected for each sample. Then,

5Q.

are

and 5Q& can be formed by stacking the spectra

from several independent samples, where m is the number of different samples and N is
the number of wavelength. This reconstruction problem is to estimate a conversion
matrix  from a training set such that
5Q.

R 5Q& &Q. .

(2.3)

T can be solved using a method of least squares that minimizes differences between the
original spectra and the reconstructed spectra. Once a conversion matrix T is built from a
training set, a reflectance spectrum  can be predicted given a new RGB spectrum  as a
testing set. In particular, the predict ability for full spectral construction can be improved
with polynomial regression [37,38]. In our case, a possibly nonlinear relationship
between full and RGB spectra can be captured by extending  =       to


 =                 for polynomials with the second degree.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Hyperspectral Chlorophyll Imaging
To map out detailed spatial distribution of leaf chlorophyll concentration in the
actual unit of µg/mg, we utilized a chlorophyll spectral index and converted the spectral
index to an absolute value of chlorophyll concentration. First, for plant chlorophyll
content quantification, we exploited the extensively used spectral index (SI) for
chlorophyll content: [61]
R

9 )($65) *9 (''(65)
9 )$(65) *9 (''(65)

,

(2.4)

where r(λ) is the reflectance intensity at " given a (x, y) position. We note that this
approach has not yet been used for detailed visualization of chlorophyll content in
individual leaves, in part because of the lack of appropriate hyperspectral systems,
although this has been widely used in canopy and remote sensing measurements. Second,
we validated the correlation between SI and chlorophyll content, when the reflectance
spectra from the entire leaves were averaged and the total chlorophyll content were
measured with the biochemical assays. Indeed, Figure 2.2 shows that the p-value of the
slope estimate of linear regression between SI and chlorophyll content is < 0.001, and that
the correlation coefficient is 0.89, supporting the statistically significant linear association.
In turn, this relationship served as a conversion curve from SI to chlorophyll content to
extract an absolute value of chlorophyll content. Third, we extended this spectral
calculation in each (x, y) pixel to generate a planar image of chlorophyll content in each
leaf sample. As shown in Figure 2.3, chlorophyll images reveal unique spatial
distributions of chlorophyll content, which are not obvious from the conventional
photographs.
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2.3.2 Reconstruction of Reflectance Image Data using RGB Data
We computationally implemented a hyperspectral reconstruction algorithm that
can reliably predict detailed spectral information from RGB data. Among several
different reconstruction methods, we chose polynomial multivariate regression described
in 1.2.4 for reconstructing reflectance spectra for optimal performance. To generate a
conversion matrix T in Equation (2.3), we imaged 24 Arabidopsis thaliana leaf samples
as follows: First, because of the relatively small sample size (m = 24), we used the entire
data set for training. To build a model for reconstructing reflectance spectra using RGB
data, an RGB camera response x was expressed in terms of r and S in Equation (2.2). We
obtained S from the manufacturer (Sony ICX625) that was used in the handheld system
(inset in Figure 2.4(a)). Second, we determined a conversion matrix T by applying
multivariate polynomial regression in Equation (2.3). Finally, we computed a
reconstructed reflectance spectrum  for a new RGB spectrum. In this step, to determine

(

)

the best polynomial degree, x was varied such that  =       for second
order polynomial regression, which provided reliable performance in our plant
hyperspectral image data.
The overall performance of the reconstruction method was validated utilizing a
leave-one-out cross validation method with all of the plant samples (m = 24). In this
validation, each round of cross validation used 23 spectra as a training set to reconstruct a
full spectrum from the RGB data and a total of 24 rounds were performed. The accuracy
of the reconstructed spectral information was evaluated, using goodness-of-fit metrics (i.e.
coefficient of determination R2 and root mean square error RMSE). Given the relatively
small sample size, leave-one-out cross validation was a reasonable validation method for
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avoiding over-fitting. It should be noted that reconstruction models were built only using
the training data set. The representative spectra in Figure 2.4(a) show that a full
reflectance spectrum can be reliably reconstructed from the RGB data, compared to the
original hyperspectral data. To estimate errors of the hyperspectral reconstruction
method, we further analyzed differences between the original reflectance spectra and the
estimated spectra in the entire wavelength range. Figure 2.4(b) shows 95% confidence
intervals for mean differences between the original reflectance spectra and the estimated
spectra. As expected, the wavelength regions around 400 nm and above 700 nm have
wider confidence intervals, because of the limited spectral range of the RGB channel of
the camera, as shown in the inset of Figure 2.4(a). After including all of the samples with
second-order polynomial multivariate regression, an average RMSE of cross validation
from 24 samples was 0.013 (min = 0.001 and max = 0.030) and an average adjusted R2
was 0.99 (min = 0.966 and max = 0.999), as shown in the inset of Figure 2.4(b). This
numerical evaluation supports the feasibility that chlorophyll content can be sensitively
and accurately predicted using the 3-color sensor-based system.
2.3.3 Spectrometerless Chlorophyll Imaging
As a pilot test, we acquired hyperspectral image data and RGB image data from
Arabidopsis samples in a sequential manner. After the samples were imaged using the
original laboratory imaging system (with the imaging spectrograph), the identical
samples were also imaged using the handheld prototype system with the 3-color CCD.
Figure 2.5(a) and (b) depict representative chlorophyll images from the original
hyperspectral imaging system and the prototype spectrometerless system, respectively.
We compared the spatial distribution patterns of chlorophyll content S  !T3=829:821;904
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and S  !T:821;9752;2942:: obtained from the laboratory hyperspectral system and the
spectrometerless system. Specifically, we calculated a 2D correlation coefficient C2D,
which is defined as
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Figure 2.1 (a): Schematic diagram of the spectrometerless hyperspectral imaging system.
Inset: Spectral profile of the white-light LED. (b): Photograph of the current working
prototype.
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Figure 2.3 Nondestructive, quantitative, and label-free chlorophyll imaging of individual
leaves. (a) and (c): Photographs of Arabidopsis thaliana samples. (b) and (d):
Corresponding chlorophyll images.
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hyperspectral reconstruction, respectively.
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CHAPTER 3.
TOWARD LABORATORY BLOOD TESTCOMPARABLE PHOTOMETRIC ASSESSMENTS FOR
ANEMIA IN VETERINARY HEMATOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
Anemia, which is defined as an absolute decrease in red blood cells in the serum, is
a common heath problem in farm animals. While anemia in livestock may be associated
with nutritional deficiency (e.g. iron, copper, and vitamin E), anemia in domestic animals
is primarily caused by infestation by nematode parasites [62,63]. The most common test
for anemia diagnosis in livestock is blood hemoglobin (Hgb) content, which is typically
included in a complete blood count (CBC). Laboratory testing can be used to screen for
underlying diseases before clinical signs or loss of production are present. Owing to the
recent advances in hematology technologies, compact and portable (in-house) blood
analyzers are currently available in clinical veterinary settings [64]. However, such
systems require expensive analytical cartridges with short shelf lives that only operate
reliably at constant temperature or refrigerated storage. As a result, only veterinary
research centers and hospitals are able to purchase, operate, and maintain these systems.
In this respect, the conjunctiva mucosa color has been assessed so that farmers can gauge
anemia to identify animals that require treatments in a relatively simple manner, as
illustrated in Figure 3.1(a). The most commonly used method for conjunctival redness is
the FAMACHA system, [65–68] which allows simple clinical evaluation of anemia by
use of an eye color chart [69,70]. As a qualitative assessment of anemia, FAMACHA has
been successfully used for aiding anemia diagnosis for small ruminant management, in
particular sheep and goats. Although it has been tested for assessing anemia in cattle and
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camelids, [66,71,72] FAMACHA charts have not been validated in those species.
Overall, due to the limited sensitivity and specificity, this would be inappropriate for
being used on its own as a stand-alone system.
In search for noninvasive anemia detection strategies with high accuracy and
sensitivity comparable to blood Hgb concentration (i.e. gold standard and definitive
diagnosis), it appears that the eye conjunctiva would be an ideal anemia detection site due
to the microvasculature exposed on the mucosal surface [73,74]. Indeed, optical
assessment of the inner eyelid has received attention in anemic patients for assessing Hgb
content from human individuals, which could be highly correlated with a lab-based blood
Hgb test [75–80]. For accurate and precise Hgb measurements, typical spectroscopic
technologies heavily rely on the use of spectrometers, spectrographs, and liquid tunable
crystal filters [81,82]. However, these critical optical components for highly accurate and
sensitive Hgb measurements significantly limits the development of compact, portable,
and cost-effective devices. For example, such spectroscopic measurements would not be
ideal for developing compact and economical photometric anemia detection that could
potentially be integrated into smartphones. In addition, although there are a variety of
mobile Hgb measurement devices for humans, they have not been evaluated for clinical
use in other species.
In this study, we demonstrate the feasibility of simple, yet reliable, noninvasive
Hgb detection that can be significantly correlated with laboratory blood Hgb test for
anemia diagnosis in livestock. The main objective is to test optical Hgb measurement
methods that can be highly comparable to blood Hgb tests in CBC. We report
experimental and numerical results from a pilot animal study in cattle, in particular calves.
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As an effective sensing site, we exploit the third eyelid (i.e. palpebral conjunctiva) of
cattle that have easily accessible microvasculature, because other absorbers (e.g. melanin,
bilirubin, and β-carotene) in the skin can be fundamental obstacles for accurately
assessing Hgb content for reliable anemia detection. For a simple detection system, we
make use of an optical reflectance probe consisting of illumination and collection
channels, coupled with a visible light source and a spectrometer, respectively. A
relatively large contacting area of the optical probe minimizes potential measurement
variations associated pressure exerted on the tissue surface. Applying partial least square
regression (PLSR) for spectral correlations with blood Hgb content, we analyze spectral
data obtained from a series of phantom studies as well as bull calves from a commercial
veal calf facility. To further test the concept of spectrometerless (or spectrometer-free)
methods, we numerically convert full spectral information to RGB signals that could
easily be acquired using a three-color sensor camera. By inversely reconstructing the full
spectra from the RGB signals, we compare correlations between eyelid Hgb and
conventional blood Hgb content in CBC. We envision that the proposed detection
scheme will offer simple instrumentation and avoid the use of a spectrometer, which will
be vital for realizing uncomplicated and cost-effective hematology device for quantitative
anemia detection in the farm field.

3.2 Methods and Algorithms
3.2.1 Blood Hgb correlation models using full spectra data
To identify correlations between measured reflectance spectra and blood Hgb (i.e.
gold standard and definitive diagnosis), we made use of a partial least square regression
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(PLSR) method. PLSR has been broadly used to model relationships among observed
variables and response (or outcome) variable in the fields of chemometrics, food safety,
industrial processes, and system biology [83–89]. Because PLSR assumes that observed
variables (i.e. predictors) for characterizing a system or a process can be represented by a
small number of latent variables (also known as components), it can work effectively in
particular for analyzing a wide spectrum of biological data. Inherently, reflectance
spectra (i.e. observed variables) often have multicollinearity as hyperspectral information.
Thus, only a few underlying latent variables, which are linear combinations of original
observed variables, are likely to represent most of variations in the original predictors.
Although PLSR is similar to principal component regression (PCR) in terms of extracting
principal components, it clearly distinguishes itself from PCR by taking variations in
predictors and response variables (i.e. outcome variables) into account simultaneously
[90,91]. PLSR projects high-dimensional original variables (e.g. reflectance spectra)
onto a lower space of latent variables. Such transformation allows us to examine the
significance of individual observed variables, making it possible to eliminate
insignificant variables as variable selection methods [92]. Overall, PLSR is a distinct
method for constructing a predictive model by including both predictor variables and
response variables when the predictor variables are highly collinear.
In addition, the use of PLSR is beneficial in avoiding overfitting when the size of
predictors is larger than the sample size, in which multivariate linear regression is often
prone to overfitting [91]. In our previous studies, [1,2,54] we intensively used modelbased Hgb detections that require a priori information of the absorption spectra of all
possible absorbing molecules in the skin. However, in this method, all possible absorbers
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in tissue should be included for highly reliable Hgb quantification, which is the primary
objective of this study. In this respect, PLSR provides an alternative yet efficient method
for Hgb spectral analyses by incorporating other potential yet minimal spectral features
for accurate and sensitive Hgb quantification. Given such suitability for spectral analyses,
we applied PLSR to build a model to determine blood Hgb levels (i.e. outcome variable)
from measured reflectance spectra (i.e. predictors) in our study. After the model was
trained appropriately, we further evaluated the ability for predicting blood Hgb levels for
new spectral reflectance data using 10-fold cross-validation.
3.2.2 Full spectral reconstruction from RGB
Recent optical sensing technologies heavily rely on spectrometers, spectrographs,
and tunable color filters, all of which significantly limit the development of simple and
economical devices [27,37,82]. As the first step for realizing blood Hgb test-comparable
photometric anemia detection superior to the conventional color chart methods (e.g.
FAMACHA), we investigated spectral reconstruction from RGB data that are commonly
acquired from conventional cameras. This approach of spectral reconstruction from RGB
data could potentially offer simple instrumentation and operation, using the currently
available smartphone technologies [27,37,82]. In this respect, we performed numerical
experiments to test the feasibility that a blood Hgb level can be sensitively and accurately
predicted using a three-color sensor-based system in a similar manner of our previous
study [82]. First, RGB signals were acquired from measured reflectance spectra data. A
camera response of RGB signals were computed such that
&Q%

R

&Q. .Q%

P &Q% ,

(3.1)
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where

is a Qvector corresponding to RGB signals,

sensitivities of the RGB camera sensor,  is a

is a Q

matrix of the spectral

Qvector that has the reflectance

intensity as a function of wavelength λ, and  is a Qvector of system noise with zero
mean.  indicates the number of wavelengths. In our case, N = 201 from 400 nm to 800
nm with a spectral interval of 2 nm. In general, S can be obtained from the sensor
manufacturer or be estimated mathematically from training color samples [59,60]. In our
case, the spectral sensitivities of a three-color CCD sensor (Sony ICX625) were used to
obtain RGB signals from the measured reflectance spectra.
5Q.

Second, once RGB signal

R 5Q& &Q. , (3.2)

&Q%

was obtained for each spectrum,

were constructed by stacking the reflectance spectra .Q% and RGB data

5Q.
&Q%

and 5Q&
from

several independent samples, where m is the number of different samples and N is the
number of wavelengths.

5Q.

and 5Q& are the collections of the measured reflectance

spectra and RGB data that are built up from m different samples. With this data set, we
trained a transformation matrix &Q. that converts RGB data into reflectance spectra,
which is unknown and can be solved from Equation (3.2). Then, we can predict a
,..

reflectance spectrum  from a new RGB signal

by multiplying

by . To improve the

prediction accuracy for spectral reconstruction, we selected multivariate 2nd order
polynomial regression with leave-one-out cross-validation [37,82]. Third, using the
reconstructed reflectance spectra, we reliably quantified blood Hgb levels using the PLSR
method described in Section 2.2.1. In this final step, we used 10-fold cross-validation to
strengthen the validation process of the Hgb correlation model in which a testing data set
did not include any training data sets. Given the bovine data set, we used the in-sample
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data for building the correlation model and employed the out-of-sample data to test the
performance of the model. Thus, we were able to avoid overfitting of the data by not
reusing the same data to both train and test the model.

3.3 Materials and Experiments
3.3.1 Experimental setup
To acquire reflectance spectra on the third eyelid of calves, we used a
commercially available fiber-optic-based probe (Ocean Optics, Inc., Dunedin, FL) with
an outer diameter of 6.35 mm (1/4 inch) [93,94]. Our intention of using the relative
large-diameter optical probe was to minimize spectral variations associated the pressure
exerted from the probe in contact with the tissue surface [95–99]. In particular, the effect
of probe contact pressure is known to be significant with small-diameter miniature probes
due to mechanical indentation effects. The optical reflectance probe consisted of one
central optical fiber and six surrounding fibers, which work as a collection port and
illumination ports, respectively. All of the fibers had the core dimeter of 400 µm with a
numerical aperture of 0.22 (i.e. acceptance angle of ~25° in air) and the separation
distance between the collection and illumination was ~ 0.5 mm. A tungsten-halogen
lamp (Ocean Optics, Inc., Dunedin, FL) was coupled to the illumination ports and a
spectrometer in a range of 400 – 800 nm with a spectral resolution of 2 nm (Horiba Jobin
Yvon, Edison, NJ) was coupled to the collection port. We also removed the background
light and compensated for the system spectral responses using a reflectance reference
standard (Labsphere, North Sutton, NH) [82]. Figure 3.1(b) illustrates the optical system
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configuration for reflectance spectra data acquisition in a farm field, as shown in Figure
3.1(c).
3.3.2 Tissue phantom test
To evaluate PLSR and the spectral reconstruction method under well-controlled
conditions, we conducted a series of tissue phantom studies consisting of aqueous
suspensions of microspheres (i.e. scatterers) and solutions of lyophilized Hgb (i.e.
absorbers) in a similar manner in our previous studies [2,54]. We first estimated the
scattering properties (i.e. transport mean free path length and anisotropy factor) of the
scattering media using Mie theory [57]. Polystyrene microspheres with a nominal
diameter of 0.36 µm (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) were used, resulting
in a scattering pathlength of 90 µm and a anisotropy factor of 0.73 at λ = 600 nm. Second,
we gradually increased Hgb content by adding lyophilized Hgb (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) into the scattering suspension from 0 to ~23 mg/mL. The optical probe was
submerged in the suspension with a total volume of 21.5 mL and a height of 15.0 mm and
reflectance spectra were recorded. Figure 3.2 shows representative spectra from the
tissue phantoms as a function of Hgb content. The overall reflectance intensity for each
Hgb sample decreases as Hgb content increases, while the unique Hgb spectral signatures
around 420 nm, 540 nm, 560 nm, and 580 nm in the visible wavelength range (i.e. Soret
and Q bands) are manifested.
3.3.3 Pilot animal study: blood Hgb testing and conjunctival redness scoring
How To evaluate the feasibility of blood Hgb test-comparable optical Hgb
assessments in animals, we tested a total of 56 Holstein bull calves at approximately 4
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months of age that were located in a commercial veal calf facility in Ohio, USA. They
were pen-housed in groups of three from the time they arrived at approximately 4 − 6
weeks of age until they were marketed at 6 months of age. During the growing process,
blood was routinely collected periodically from either all the calves or a subset of calves
for CBC determination. The producers used blood Hgb values to determine whether any
calves require iron supplementation. For our study, immediately before or after optical
spectral measurements, we collected blood with a volume of 5 mL from the jugular vein
into an evacuated EDTA (ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid) tube as an anticoagulant for
blood collection. We made spectral measurements by lightly placing the optical probe
against the third eyelid of restrained calves. We analyzed blood Hgb using a
commercially available hematology system (CELL-DYN 3700, Abbott Diagnostics, Lake
Forest, IL). Primarily, as the gold standard for definitive diagnosis, blood Hgb levels
were used to correlate with spectral reflectance readings from the eyelid. For a subset of
calves (n = 31), we also obtained FAMACHA-like conjunctival redness readings in a
score of 1 – 5 (pink/red to white mucous membranes in Figure 3.1(a)) from two trained
veterinarians and selected the lower score between two independent scores in each animal.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Reconstruction of reflectance spectra from RGB
As shown in Figure 3.3(a) and 2.3(b), the representative full spectra reconstructed
from the RGB signals significantly resemble the original spectra in both phantom and
bovine samples. Specifically, we estimated prediction errors between the reconstructed
reflectance spectra and the original spectra. When 95% confidence intervals of mean
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differences (dark area) at each wavelength are depicted in Figure 3.4, the reconstruction
error patterns (confidence intervals) in wavelength are strongly associated with the
spectral sensitivities of the RGB camera sensor, but not much related to the samples. For
both phantom and bovine experiments, the confidence intervals at around λ = 400 nm and
λ = 700 nm become wider. These limitations correspond directly to the low spectral
sensitivities of the RGB camera as included on the background of Figure 3.4. We also
validated the reconstruction algorithm using leave-one-out cross-validation due to the
relative small sample size. For the phantom study and the bovine experiment, the
average R2 were 0.999 and 0.985, and the average RMSE of cross-validation were 0.0024
and 0.0068 respectively. As expected, the phantom samples in the strictly controlled
environment have enhanced accuracy for the spectral reconstruction than the bovine ones.
The bovine result still supports the feasibility of the RGB-based reconstruction approach
that a blood Hgb level can be accurately predicted using a three-color sensor-based
system.
3.4.2 Blood Hgb correlations with RGB
Based on the full reflectance spectra reliably reconstructed from the RGB signals
above, we determined correlations between actual Hgb and estimated Hgb from the
reflectance data, using PLSR. For the phantom study, the PLSR method reliably
predicted actual Hgb using the reflectance spectra or the RGB data. Figure 3.5(a) and (b)
depict correlations between the actual and optically measured Hgb values from the full
spectral data and the RGB data in the phantom study, respectively. Obviously,
contributing from the reconstruction error from RGB, the R2 value in Figure 3.5(b) is
slightly lower than that of the full spectral data. For the bovine study, the R2 value of
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0.857 shows the feasibility of the blood Hgb comparability using the full spectral
reflectance measurements (Figure 3.5(c)). On the other hand, the correlations for both
original and reconstructed reflectance spectra are reduced as shown in Figure 3.5(c) and
(d).
We also report mean squared prediction errors (MSPECV) through 10-fold crossvalidation for each case in Figure 3.5, which is an important metric of prediction
accuracy for the PLSR models. Figure 3.6(a) and (b) show changes in MSPECV as the
number of components increases in the PLSR model. Initially, an increased number of
components in the PLSR model contributes to better representation of variations in the
observed variables (i.e. reflectance spectra) and the response variables (i.e. lab-based
blood Hgb) simultaneously, thus making its prediction errors lower. As shown in the
insets of Figure 3.6, each component contributes to different percentage variations
accounted for the response variables. However, as the number of partial least square
(PLS) components increases, MSPECV reaches to an optimal number of PLS
components. Above these levels, the PLSR model starts overfitting, meaning that
random noises in the spectral data can be involved in the model. As a result, the
prediction error mostly increases again. In this aspect, we note that R2 would not be an
ideal metric to use for assessing its predictive ability because R2 continues to grow with
an increase in the number of components.
In the PLSR model, the degree of freedom can be understood in term of the
number of components, which also captures the complexity of the model and is useful for
determining the final model. Basically, our Hgb correlation model using PLSR allows us
to increase the degree of freedom to have a higher correlation of optical Hgb and actual
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Hgb. However, we cannot continue to add more components as the complexity of the
model increases. Indeed, for our final models, we limited the number of components,
because a higher degree of freedom adds more errors. The optimal numbers of PLS
components were determined to be four and 11 in the phantom and bovine studies,
respectively. The behavior of the phantom data can be explained by a simpler model,
compared with the bovine data.

3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Limitations of conjunctival redness reading
The presented method could potentially be useful for livestock that cannot be
evaluated with the FAMACHA system. While FAMACHA is well established for sheep
and goats and has not yet been validated for cattle and calves [66,71,72]. Such a
conjunctival redness scoring system has limited applications in cattle and calves,
although some studies found that hematocrit is linearly correlated with FAMACHA
scores in calves [100]. Indeed, we found no evidence of associations of conjunctival
redness scores with blood Hgb levels in our study population. The conjunctival redness
scoring result from a subset of the calves shows no significant correlation with blood Hgb
levels (R2 = 0.004 with a p-value of 0.74), as shown in Figure 3.7(a). This null result of
the FAMACH-like test indicates that conjunctival redness scoring in calves may be
presented in a delayed manner for clinical anemia, compared with sheep and goats. Thus,
our proposed method could potentially be beneficial for anemia detection of calves and
cattle. The fact that the probe was physically placed on the third eyelid required the calf
to be restrained for a short period of time, but was less invasive than collecting blood.
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3.5.2 Limitations of conventional RGB-based photometric technologies
Clinical examination of pallor in conjunctiva, nailbed, tongue, and palm has been
extensively studied for cost-effective and simple anemia assessments in humans
[77,80,101]. Although conjunctival pallor is valuable information as a clinical sign for
severe anemia, it cannot provide reliable diagnosis in clinical settings. Further,
quantification of Hgb from conjunctival pallor using digital photography has received
attention [78,79]. The common agreement in the medical community is that this method
still lacks sensitivity and specificity for anemia diagnosis in conventional clinical settings.
As a result, these previous studies strongly indicate that RGB information would not be
sufficient to have reliable correlations with actual Hgb content. In our study, we also
conducted multiple linear regression of blood Hgb levels (i.e. outcome variable) against
RGB (i.e. predictor variables). Although the R (red) channel is associated with blood
Hgb with a p-value = 0.047, the correlation coefficient is extremely low with R2 = 0.26 in
Figure 3.7(b). This regression result clearly supports the idea that detailed spectral
information is mandatory for computing an absolute value of Hgb content. We note that
this limitation of mere RGB information is also reflected in the conjunctival redness
scoring result reported in 2.5.1. (Figure 3.7(a)). In this respect, the mathematical
reconstruction of hyperspectral data from RGB can offer a new class of conjunctival
pallor assessments for laboratory blood test-comparable anemia diagnosis.
3.5.3 A partial least square (PLS) component analyses
To interpret the characteristics of the PLS components, we conducted spectral
analyses of PLSR for the phantom study and bovine experiments. In Figure 3.8, PLS
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components depict how the original variables (i.e. spectral reflectance intensities at each
wavelength) contribute to the formation of the PLSR model. The PLS weights of
components show which predicator variables are associated with the response variable
and which ones convey critical information for identifying correlations with actual Hgb
and spectroscopic Hgb. Several components have the unique Hgb spectral pattern around
420 nm, 540 nm, 560 nm, and 580 nm in both phantom and bovine studies, which
correspond to Soret and Q bands of Hgb molecules. Compared to the phantom study
(Figure 3.8(a)), the PLS weights of components in the bovine study are noisy especially
above 650 nm. However, the similar spectral peaks or dips around 420 nm, 540 nm, 560
nm, and 580 nm still reflect the Hgb absorption signatures in the visible range. Overall,
the spectral shapes of the components are in good agreement with the Hgb signatures
shown in the reflectance spectra (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3).
3.5.4 Probe contact pressure issues
Although the relatively large-area probe was employed in contact with the third
eyelid of calves, the probe pressure effect cannot be ruled out in our animal study, given
that the immobility of the animals was not ensured during optical readings. Indeed, the
influence of probe contact pressure on spectral reflectance measurements of tissue has
been intensively investigated, because the exerted pressure can reduce local blood
volumes [96–99]. Spectral alterations and temporal variations associated with contact
pressure is a critical challenge for optical diagnosis in conjunction with endoscopy. In
this respect, we are currently considering a few different noncontact configurations that
can be implemented using RGB cameras or smartphones. We further expect that a
camera-based FAMACH-like system will allow clinically relevant assessments of anemia,
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highly comparable to lab-based blood Hgb tests in cases where conjunctival redness
readings are challenging.
3.5.5 Limitations of our study
Although other studies have examined the relationship between anemia and RGB
photometric information, to our knowledge this is the first to examine associations
between true Hgb and reconstructed full spectra in the third eyelid of calves. However,
our animal study has limitations: First, a potential pitfall for the proposed training-based
approach such as RGB-based reconstruction and PLSR is the requirement of a wide range
of training set of reflectance spectra for accurate and precise prediction of actual Hgb. As
a universal limitation for any training-based approaches, this requirement can involve a
proper selection of samples, which in turn affects the prediction performance of
estimating true blood Hgb levels. As discussed in 2.4.2. Blood Hgb correlations with
RGB, one possible source of the lower performance in the bovine study stems from the
narrow range of blood Hgb levels only from 6 to 11 g/dL. The normal range of Hgb is 9
− 15 g/dL in cattle and the cutoff for anemia is 7 g/dL in veal calves. This means that our
study population included limited cases of moderate and severe anima. In addition, the
lower R2 values in the animal study can be attributable to other several factors in the
measurement environment, including the movement of calves during optical reading on
the eyelid and the limited control of the ambient light in the farm field.

3.6 Concluding Remarks
The We have demonstrated the feasibility of blood Hgb test-comparable optical
Hgb measurements at the third eyelid, which overcomes the limitation of conjunctival
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redness scoring in calves and cattle. In our animal study, we have incorporated optical
device instrumentation, clinical hematology laboratory, and routine clinical examination
in veterinary medicine. To enhance the correlation with blood Hgb levels, we have
combined PLSR and full spectral reconstruction from RGB using spectral measurements
on the third eyelid. Owing to the microvasculature exposed on the tissue surface, the
third eyelid can be an ideal tissue site for assessing Hgb from individual animals. We
have shown that the spectral analyses of PLSR using spectra reconstructed from RGB
allows for accurately quantifying blood Hgb levels. We note that the current Hgb
prediction model may be applicable for a relatively small range of blood Hgb levels in
calves, due to the limited model training of the current hyperspectral reconstruction
method. Systematic studies including a clinically relevant large range of blood Hgb
levels will allow us to develop accurate and precise prediction models in different species
of animals. We envision that the reconstruction of detailed spectra from RGB signals
could potentially offer simple instrumentation and avoid the use of a spectrometer, which
is critical to develop a compact RGB camera-based anemia detection device. After
establishing a stronger correlation with blood Hgb levels in a noncontact manner, we
further expect that a needleless, non-invasive, cost-effective, user-friendly camera
adjuvant for anemia examination will play a critical role in the accurate diagnosis of
anemia in resource-limited settings in both veterinary medicine and human medicine.
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(a)

Illumination
fibers
+

Inner eyelid

Figure 3.1 (a) Qualitative scoring of the conjunctiva mucosa color so that farmers can
gauge anemia to identify animals that require treatments. (b) Probe configuration and
system setup for optical reflectance measurements. (c) Photography of data acquisition
from the third eyelid of a calf in the farm field.
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Figure 3.2 Representative spectra of various Hgb content from a series of tissue phantoms.
The overall reflectance intensity for each Hgb sample decreases as Hgb content increases,
while the unique Hgb spectral signatures at the Soret and Q bands become stronger. The
top spectrum does not include any Hgb.
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Figure 3.3 (a) and (b) Spectra reconstructed from RGB signals in representative phantom
and bovine samples, respectively. The reconstructed spectra significantly resemble the
original spectra.
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Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) Estimated prediction errors between reconstructed reflectance
spectra and original spectra in phantom and bovine samples, respectively. 95%
confidence intervals of mean differences (dark area) at each wavelength are depicted.
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limitations are related to the low spectral sensitivities of the RGB camera as shown on the
background (blue, green, and red curves).
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Figure 3.5 (a) and (b) Correlations between actual and optically measured Hgb values
from the full spectral data and the RGB data in the phantom study, respectively. Due to
the reconstruction from RGB, the R2 value in (b) is slightly lower than that of the full
spectral data in (a). (c) and (d) Correlations between actual and optically measured Hgb
values from the full spectral data and the RGB data in the bovine study, respectively.
Compared with those of the phantom study, the correlation values for both original and
reconstructed reflectance spectra are slightly reduced, due to several factors including a
narrow range of blood Hgb levels in our study population.
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components in the phantom and bovine studies, respectively. Although an increased
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Figure 3.7 (a) Association of conjunctival redness with blood Hgb levels. The
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correlation with blood Hgb levels, supporting the idea of RGB camera-based
photonumeric anemia detection. (b) Blood Hgb correlation with mere RGB without
spectral reconstruction in the bovine study. The result of multiple linear regression
shows that mere RGB data without reconstruction do not provide sufficient information
to reliably assess blood Hgb test-comparable Hgb.
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Figure 3.8 (a) and (b) PLS weights of representative PLS components in the phantom and
bovine spectral analyses, respectively. For the phantom data, 1st to 4th components are
selected and for the bovine data, 1st, 5th, 7th, and 11th components are selected for display.
The PLS weights show how strongly each component depends on the original predictors.
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CHAPTER 4.
DATA-DRIVEN IMAGING OF TISSUE
INFLAMMATION USING RGB-BASED HYPERSPECTRAL
RECONSTRUCTION TOWARD PERSONAL MONITORING OF
DERMATOLOGIC HEALTH

4.1 Introduction
Skin cancer is the most common and frequently diagnosed type of cancer in the
United States, with 5 million new cases annually in 2017 [102,103]. One in five
Americans is at risk for skin cancer over the course of their lives [104]. In addition,
actinic keratosis (also known as a solar keratosis), which is a premalignant lesion that
may develop into non-melanoma skin cancer, has a reported prevalence of ~ 60% [105].
As a result, the average annual total cost for skin cancer has substantially increased by
126.2% from $3.6 billion (2002 – 2006) to $8.1 billion (2007 – 2011), compared to the
increase of 25.1 % for all other cancers [102]. In this respect, cost-effective risk
assessment and prevention of skin cancer are of paramount importance in the clinical
management. One possible strategy to achieve this objective is to make a simple and
cost-effective imaging device available for personal monitoring of dermatologic health to
detect early changes for delivering effective treatments. Such reliable yet affordable
detection of skin abnormalities, which otherwise would be a grossly normal-appearing
skin condition, is crucial to laypeople for monitoring their own dermatologic health status
on a regular basis and to primary care clinicians/dermatologists for delivering effective
prevention treatments in a timely manner.
Inflammatory hyperemia, which can be detected by hemoglobin (Hgb) content in
tissue, can be useful as an endogenous optical biomarker of increased risk for tumors
within an area exposed to carcinogenesis [54,106–109]. Indeed, inflammation with
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increased hyperemia and/or angiogenesis has been observed in the tumor environment,
often early before tumors are formed [107–110]. Specifically, inflammatory
angiogenesis during early skin carcinogenesis is commonly seen in humans and animals
[108,109,111]. Skin cancer is often derived from environmental exposures [112], which
promote inflammatory hyperemia or angiogenesis. In our previous animal study, we
demonstrated that a spatial and temporal analysis of focal areas of inflammatory
hyperemia can predict not only whether tumors will form but also where the tumors will
form during experimental photocarcinogenesis of non-melanoma skin cancer [54]. A
recent clinical study with spatial frequency domain imaging has successfully shown that
the optical properties including Hgb content of the skin can be used to characterize skin
abnormalities from mild photodamage to actinic keratosis in a clinically relevant area
[106].
There are several different label-free tissue imaging methods available, such as
reflectance confocal microscopy, optical coherent tomography, diffuse optical
tomography, spatial frequency domain imaging, laminar optical tomography, and laser
speckle imaging [113–115]. Laser speckle imaging is also useful for monitoring blood
flow in an affordable imaging setup [116,117]. In addition, spectroscopic analyses of
light absorption of Hgb are commonly used to quantify Hgb content in biological tissue
[2,54,118]. Specifically, Hgb has a unique characteristic absorption spectrum in the
visible and NIR range [119]. For accurate and precise determination of Hgb content,
common methods rely on the use of a spectrometer, an imaging spectrograph, or a
tunable filter. On the other hand, the acquisition and processing of the spectral data using
such hyperspectral imaging systems fundamentally limit the development of an
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uncomplicated, compact, rapid, and cost-effective imaging system. In this work, we
propose to investigate whether it is feasible to determine spatial and temporal changes in
Hgb content computed from RGB images without using a bulky hyperspectral imaging
system.
Fortunately, mathematical reconstruction of hyperspectral (with relatively high
spectral resolution) or multispectral (with several spectral measurements) imaging from
RGB image data acquired using a conventional 3-color (RGB) camera is currently an
active research area. Since the reconstruction of multispectral images from RGB images
was originally developed in basic color sciences [120], this approach has recently
received considerable attention in biomedical applications [27,52,82,121–123]. There are
several methods available for reconstructing full reflectance spectra from RGB data,
including pseudo-inverse, regression, Wiener estimation, and demultiplexing
[27,121,122,124,125]. In particular, Wiener estimation depends largely on noise
variances and spectral autocorrelation matrix calculations [32,126], requiring a priori
knowledge of the spectral sensitivity of the sensor and the spectral power distribution of
the illumination. On the other hand, multivariate regression does not require any extra
information but only uses reflectance spectra and corresponding RGB camera responses
for training models, making it more applicable in general. Thus, using multivariate
regression, we apply a data-driven approach to reconstruct hyperspectral reflectance
image data from RGB reflectance images that are acquired with a conventional camera or
a smartphone.
In this study, we report that the combination of an RGB-based hyperspectral
reconstruction algorithm and a simple imaging setup can accurately and precisely
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determine heterogeneous or multifocal areas of inflammatory hyperemia on the animal
skin in a preclinical setting. First, we conduct an experimental non-melanoma skin
cancer study during early skin photocarcinogenesis. As a testing model, SKH-1 hairless
mice are irradiated with a carcinogenic dose of UVB, which dominates the carcinogenic
effect of sunlight as an environmental risk of skin cancer. Second, we construct a
working prototype of dual imaging system that acquires hyperspectral image data and
RGB image data under the identical illumination and detection configuration. Our
intention is that eventually only RGB image data will be required to map out detailed
spatial distributions of inflammatory hyperemia on the skin, simplifying the
instrumentation, without requiring additional bulky and expensive hardware attachment.
Third, we apply RGB-based hyperspectral reconstruction to visualize spatiotemporal
changes in inflammatory hyperemia on a mesoscopic (between microscopic and
macroscopic) imaging scale. Finally, we analyze spatial and temporal extent of Hgb
content to characterize inflammatory hyperemia associated with photocarcinogenesis in
mice.

4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Mouse model of inflammatory hyperemia during early photocarcinogenesis
We used 26 SKH-1 hairless albino mice (Charles River Laboratories) as a model
system of both UVB irradiation and optical imaging. As SKH-1 hairless albino mice are
immunocompetent and have numerous similarities with human skin [127,128], they are
commonly used for experimental skin studies. In particular, they have a similar response
of dermal inflammation often seen in humans, in part because of permanently arrested
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hair cycling in the catagen phase [127]. For an experimental group, we irradiated 20
mice with one erythema dose of UVB (2,240 J/m2) three times per week and discontinued
UVB irradiation after 10 weeks as previously described [54]. The cumulative UVB dose
of 67.2 kJ/m2 was equivalent to a carcinogenic UVB dose [129]. For a control group, six
mice did not receive any UVB irradiation. We imaged the surface of the dorsal skin of
the mice over time until 17 weeks after the cessation of UVB irradiation. To obtain
sequential images from the identical areas over time, the skin of each mouse was tattooed
with a small reference marker (~ 0.5 mm in size). Immediately before imaging of the
dorsal surface of the mouse, the mice were lightly sedated using intraperitoneal injection
of ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg) or isoflurane inhalation (~ 4.0 %
isoflurane in oxygen) for immobilization.
4.2.2 Telecentric imaging of biological tissue
Given the highly diffusive nature of light propagation in biological tissue, it is
always beneficial to remove the diffusive light component in tissue imaging in a simple
and cost-effective manner. In this respect, we have recently shown that a telecentric lens
provides partial removal of the diffusive light to an extent in a simple mesoscopic
imaging platform for tissue imaging setup [130]. A telecentric lens is a compound lens
system modified with an additional aperture for achieving constant magnification and
focus over a long distance [131]. Thus, telecentric lenses have often been used in the
machine vision industry, because they remove the parallax error that makes closer objects
appear to be larger than objects farther from the lens.
Regarding tissue imaging, a small acceptance angle of ~ 0.1° of a telecentric lens
was used to remove stray light in optical tomography (transmission mode) [132] and to
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overcome the curvature or distortion of the objective of interest in optical coherence
tomography [133,134] and digital holographic microscopy [135]. However, the use of
telecentric lenses for imaging biological tissue in a reflectance mode has not commonly
been explored yet. Specifically, telecentric imaging in a reflection mode can offer
directional angular gating [1–3], which suppresses a relative amount of unwanted
scattered or diffusive light in biological tissue [2,3]. In addition, this incorporation of a
telecentric lens can enhance the field of view, the resolution, and the imaging depth for
mesoscopic tissue imaging [130]. Our previous system achieved this feature by using a
4-f lens system with a limited image area of 15 mm × 15 mm [2,54]. In particular, this
simple optical design could easily be incorporated into an instrument of modest price for
practical adoption.
4.2.3 Imaging setup for hyperspectral and RGB imaging
In To obtain a reliable hyperspectral reconstruction matrix that converts RGB
image data to hyperspectral imaging data, it is critical to have a dual data set (i.e.,
hyperspectral and RGB image data) from the same subject under the same imaging
configuration, because reflectance (absorption and scattering) spectra are highly sensitive
to illumination and detection geometries [29,56]. We note that this critical issue has
often been ignored, resulting in inconsistent spectral reconstructions [27]. We carefully
designed an imaging setup such that both hyperspectral and RGB image data can be
acquired under the identical system configuration, minimizing potential spectral
discrepancies resulting from different illumination and detection configurations (Figure
4.1).
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For hyperspectral imaging, an illumination beam from a white-light source (Xenon
lamp) was coupled with a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF) (CRI VariSpec) in the
delivery arm to scan a wavelength λ and was illuminated onto the sample via a ring
illuminator. The light reflected from the sample at a distance (non-contact mode) was
collected by a telecentric lens (magnification of 0.3×, Schott Moritex Co.) and was
recorded using a mono CCD camera. The wavelength of LCTF was varied from 400 nm
to 720 nm with a spectral resolution of 10 nm, generating a data set (x, y, and wavelength
λ) for spectral analyses. As for RGB image acquisition, LCTF was temporarily removed
from the configuration to only allow the white light to illuminate the sample. For an
RGB image sensor, we used a 3-color CCD camera (Grasshopper3, Point Grey)
embedded with Sony ICX 625. Overall, this imaging setup offered a relative large
imaging area of 50 mm × 50 mm with a typical pixel size of 100 µm and an imaging
depth up to ~1 mm from the tissue surface, assuming the scattering path length of light in
the mouse skin is 70 – 100 µm [130]. To control the imaging setup, we implemented
automated image acquisition with Virtual Instrument using LabVIEW (National
Instruments). The total acquisition time for hyperspectral and RGB imaging was
approximately 4 minutes per mouse. After the acquisition of a raw image data set on the
mouse skin, we also measured a background data set and a reference image data set using
a reflectance standard (Labsphere) to compensate for the system response:
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4.2.4 Reconstruction of hyperspectral image data from RGB
We previously developed a hyperspectral image reconstruction method that can
reliably predict detailed hyperspectral information from RGB data obtained from a
conventional 3-color (RGB) CCD camera [82,123]. In particular, we successfully tested
this method using plants, in which the main pigment is chlorophyll [82], and redness in
the eyelid of animals for anemia detection [123]. In this study, we extended this method
to an animal model of skin carcinogenesis in which Hgb is the major pigment in the
tissue and is an intermediate optical biomarker of inflammatory hyperemia. The RGBbased reconstruction algorithm for generating a full spectrum information of mouse skin
can be summarized as follows: First, an RGB signal from a 3-color camera can be
modeled such that
&Q%

where

R

&Q. .Q%

P &Q% ,

is a Qvector corresponding to RGB signals,

(4.1)
is a Q

spectral response of the 3-color sensor (Sony ICX625),  is an

matrix of the RGB

Qvector that has a

spectral reflectance intensity as a function of λ, and  is a Qvector of the system noise
with zero mean.

indicates the number of wavelengths; because LCTF in our imaging

setup was varied from 400 nm to 720 nm with a spectral step of 10 nm,

= 33. The

spectral response of the 3-color CCD sensor (inset of Figure 4.1) was used to obtain RGB
signals from the measured reflectance spectra using Equation (4.1). Second, once RGB
signals are obtained for each spectrum ,
the reflectance spectra .Q% and RGB data
5Q.

5Q.
&Q%

and 5Q& can be constructed by stacking
such that

R 5Q& &Q. ,

(4.2)
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where

5Q.

and 5Q& are the collections of the hyperspectral reflectance and RGB data,

respectively. In our study, m is the number of different cases that is a product of the
number of pixels of the camera and the number of animal data sets (i.e., number of mice
× number time-points of sequential images). With this data set, we estimated the
transformation matrix &Q. that can convert RGB data into hyperspectral reflectance data.
To solve Equation (4.2) for the unknown &Q. and to improve the prediction accuracy for
the hyperspectral reconstruction, we utilized multivariate 2nd order polynomial regression.
Finally, we predicted a reflectance spectrum  from a new RGB signal

by multiplying

by . We note that a new testing set was employed to strengthen the validation process
of the reconstruction model, in which the testing data set did not include any training data
sets. Specifically, given the mouse data set, we built the reconstruction model using 100
mouse skin image data taken over time from 26 mice (i.e., the training data set). In
addition, we separately employed unused 94 mouse skin image data from 12 mice (i.e.,
the test data set) to evaluate the performance of the model. Thus, we were able to avoid
potential overfitting of the model by not reusing the same data set for both training and
testing.
4.2.5 Spectroscopic quantification of hemoglobin (Hgb) content
Once hyperspectral reflectance image data were reliably reconstructed from RGB
image data, we quantified Hgb content on the mouse skin using a spectral absorption
analysis that estimates Hgb levels in the individual pixel of the imaged area. There are
several spectral analysis methods available and some of them assume that light-scattering
spectra would be an exponential decay or a power-law decay function over the
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wavelength. In this current study, we made use of our previously developed method [2],
in which the spectral shape from the scattering contribution is modeled as a linear decay
function of the wavelength. The sum of the difference between the modeled spectrum
(i.e., no absorption) and the measured spectrum within a spectral range of 510 – 620 nm
was used to estimate Hgb content.
We ensured that this spectral analysis offered reliable quantification of Hgb content
in tissue phantoms in a similar manner of our previous studies [2,54]. Specifically, to
reliably extract a value of Hgb content from a spectral absorption area in our current
imaging setup, we refined the previous developed calibration curve converting the
spectral absorption area to the corresponding total Hgb content using a nonlinear leastsquare solver. For this refinement, we conducted additional tissue phantom studies
consisting of aqueous suspensions of microspheres (i.e., scatters) and lyophilized Hgb
(i.e., absorbers); the scattering properties (i.e., transport mean free path length and
anisotropy factor) of the scattering media were estimated using the Mie calculations [57].
Polystyrene microspheres with a nominal diameter of 0.36 and 0.50 # (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc.) were used, resulting in the scattering path lengths of 673 and 305 # and
the anisotropy factor of 0.80 and 0.85, respectively. For each scattering medium, Hgb
content was gradually increased by adding lyophilized Hgb (Sigma-Aldrich) into the
scattering suspension from 0 to ~3.3 mg/mL. For each step, hyperspectral reflectance
signals from the tissue phantoms were recorded using the imaging setup.
4.2.6 Statistical analysis of longitudinal data
We used two-stage analysis (also known as response feature analyses and NIH
method), in which multiple responses on each animal are reduced to a single response
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over time and then an analysis of variance (ANOVA) or nonparametric methods
equivalent of ANOVA are applied [136]. For the single response over time, linear
regression analyses were used to evaluate slope estimates between Hgb variables and
time. The assumptions of normality and uniform variance for the parametric analyses
were also checked. We performed the statistical analyses using Stata 13.

4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Hyperspectral image data reconstructed from RGB image data
Using the training data set from 100 mouse skin image data, we initially evaluated
that our hyperspectral reconstruction method with polynomial regression can reliably
reconstruct detailed spectral information. For this initial evaluation, we conducted
numerical experiments for predicting hyperspectral reflectance data on the mouse skin
using RGB data. After obtaining the hyperspectral image data using LCTF, we applied
the spectral response of the 3-color CCD camera (Sony ICX 625 and the inset of Figure
4.1) to numerically generate RGB image data that theoretically correspond to RGB image
data directly acquired from the 3-color CCD camera. Figure 4.2(a) and 3.2(b) illustrate
three-dimensional data structures of hyperspectral reflectance images made up with twodimensional spatial information S  !T and one-dimensional spectral information " for
representative UVB-irradiated and non-irradiated mice, respectively. Figure 4.2(c) and
2(d) show the corresponding average reflectance spectra that were directly measured (red
solid line) and reconstructed from the RGB data (blue circles) for the UVB-irradiated and
non-irradiated mouse skin. The unique optical signature of Hgb around 420, 530, and
570 nm in the visible range is clearly seen in the average reflectance spectra of the
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imaged tissue (Figure 4.2(d)). Compared to the control mouse in Figure 4.2(d), the UVBirradiated one in Figure 4.2(c) also shows that the average reflectance intensity of the
UVB-irradiated mouse is lower than that of the control mouse, due to the light absorption
of Hgb. This representative case supports the idea that the reconstructed spectral
reflectance from the RGB data can significantly resemble the originally measured
reflectance spectra.
To evaluate the resemblance between the measured reflectance spectra and the
reconstructed ones for the entire data set, we conducted a statistical analysis using
goodness-of-fit metrics: coefficient of determination R2 and root mean square error
(RMSE). The average RMSE from 94 mouse image data was 0.008 (min = 0.003 and
max = 0.021) and the average R2 was 0.995 (min = 0.975 and max = 0.999). Furthermore,
Figure 4.3(a) describes errors of spectral reconstruction from RGB data over " and 95%
confidence intervals of mean differences (dark blue line) between the originally measured
reflectance spectra and the reconstructed reflectance spectra at each ". In Figure 4.3(b),
the goodness-of-fit metrics from 94 mouse image data taken from 12 mice over time,
which were used as a new testing set, clearly support reliable prediction of the spectral
reconstruction with R2 > 0.98 and RMSE < 0.02.
4.3.2 Experimental comparisons of Hgb maps generated from the dual imaging setup
A. Using the dual imaging setup, we compared Hgb maps directly computed from
the hyperspectral image data (i.e., hyperspectral imaging mode) and Hgb maps computed
from the reconstructed hyperspectral image data from the measured RGB image data (i.e.,
RGB imaging mode). These data sets were acquired from the same animal under the
same illumination and detection configuration as depicted in Figure 4.1. Due to the
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extended imaging time, only six mice were utilized for the dual imaging setup as a pilot
test. As shown in the representative case of Figure 4.4, the Hgb map from the RGB
image is significantly similar to that from the hyperspectral image data. In Figure 4.4(b)
and 3.4(c), the tumor formation can clearly be located by the area with the high Hgb level
in both Hgb maps. For quantitative evaluation of the similarity, a calculated 2D
correlation coefficient C2D between Figure 4.4(b) and 3.4(c) resulted in C2D = 0.99. This
representative case supports the reliability of Hgb content imaging from the reconstructed
hyperspectral image data.
We further evaluated similarities of Hgb maps obtained from the hyperspectral
image data and the numerically generated RGB image data. We used a separate testing
set (94 mouse skin images) from 12 mice to avoid potential overfitting of the
hyperspectral reconstruction model, in which the testing data did not include any training
data obtained from 26 mice. In Figure 4.4(d), the histogram of two-dimensional
correlation coefficients calculated from 94 mouse skin images from 12 mouse samples
show that subclinical focal areas of inflammatory hyperemia in the tissue
microenvironment can be sensitively and accurately extracted using the RGB data, taking
advantage of the hyperspectral reconstruction method built on a prior information.
4.3.3 Visual tumor count and histology of UVB-irradiated mice
Figure 4.5(a) shows a significant increase in durable tumors (tumor size > 0.5 – 1
mm) for UVB-irradiated mice. In contrast, non-UVB irradiated mice failed to develop
tumors. Indeed, the UVB irradiation for 10 weeks consistently resulted in initial tumor
formation after the final UVB irradiation. In the histology analysis of later
photocarcinogenesis (Figure 4.5(b)), the areas of high Hgb content (i.e., hotspots)
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exhibited i) epidermal hyperplasia, ii) increased inflammation (red blood cells), iii)
dermal expansion and follicular hyperplasia in the dermis, and iv) loss of deep adipose
tissue. As indicated in Figure 4.5(b), the Hgb hotspots were significantly associated with
alterations in the tissue microenvironments, in particular stromal hyperemia.
4.3.4 Spatiotemporal changes in inflammatory hyperemic foci in tissue
microenvironment
We investigated spatiotemporal changes in multifocal areas of inflammatory
hyperemia from 12 mice used as the testing set during cutaneous photocarcinogenesis.
Hgb maps were computed over time after the cessation of UVB irradiation, using both
the original hyperspectral image and the reconstructed one from the RGB data. The
visualization of Hgb content during the early photocarcinogenesis shows that
inflammatory hyperemia preceded the visible tumor occurrence, specifically as shown in
4 or 6 weeks in Figure 4.6. The multifocal areas of increased inflammatory hyperemia
were identified, which persisted or formed over the ensuing weeks from a representative
UVB-irradiated mouse. Compared to the control mouse in Figure 4.7, the UVB
irradiated mouse shows a significant increase in the area of high Hgb over time after
stopping the UVB irradiation as depicted in Figure 4.6(b) and 3.6(c). These persistent
focal areas of inflammatory hyperemia seem to expand over time. We note that the
hyperemic areas during early photocarcinogenesis were not easily observed in the
conventional photographs, due to the lack of the contrast as shown in Figure 4.6(a). Also,
subsequent tumor formation appeared within the focal areas of the increased
inflammatory hyperemia. Overall, tumor-associated hyperemia can sensitively and
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accurately be visualized using our RBG-based hyperspectral imaging of Hgb as markedly
elevated Hgb content.
For more quantitative assessment of Hgb maps from 94 mouse skin image data
from 12 mice, we set up a threshold of Hgb content to 2.0 mg/mL. This range of
threshold value was determined in our previous study for effectively delineating Hgb
hotspots in the photocarcinogenesis of SHK-1 mice [54]. Then, we computed Hgb
hotspot areas above this threshold and average Hgb content within the corresponding Hgb
hotspot areas over time. The quantitative analyses shown in Figure 4.8(a) and 3.8(b)
support the same observation that the areas of inflammatory hyperemia not only persisted
before tumor formation but also expanded in size up to tumor formation over time after
the cessation of UVB irradiation. For Hgb content computed from the hyperspectral
image data, the slope estimates of the linear regression for hotspot areas and Hgb content
over time in UVB-irradiated mice were statistically significant with p-values of 0.025 and
0.017, respectively. The differences in the hotspot area and Hgb content slopes between
the groups were statistically significant with p-values of 0.007 and 0.012, respectively.
In other words, the difference of multifocal areas of inflammatory hyperemia between the
UVB-irradiated and control groups was statistically significant. Similarly, for Hgb
content computed from the RGB image data using the hyperspectral reconstruction
method, the slope estimates of hotspot areas and Hgb content in UVB-irradiated mice
returned p-values of 0.105 and 0.015, respectively. The higher p-value for the slope
estimate of hotspot areas may be attributable to the larger variation of hotspot areas from
the RGB image data as shown in Figure 4.8(b). Similar to Figure 4.8(a), the differences
in the hotspot and Hgb content slopes between the groups, computed from the
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reconstructed hyperspectral image data, were statistically significant with p-values of
0.028 and 0.005, respectively.

4.4 Limitations
For the first time to our knowledge, we establish mathematically reconstructed
hyperspectral reflectance imaging fed with RGB image data for reliably mapping out
subclinical inflammatory hyperemic foci associated with photocarcinogenesis. However,
our current study has several limitations. First, simultaneous acquisition of hyperspectral
and RGB image data was not possible. The current dual imaging setup avoided potential
spectral variations resulting from the light scattering contribution, because both
hyperspectral image and RGB image data were acquired under the identical illumination
and detection configuration, but still acquired the data in a sequential manner with a time
delay; RGB image data were taken after the acquisition of hyperspectral image data,
causing a time delay in the current setup. Considering potential clinical implication in
humans, the relatively long acquisition time of ~ 4 minutes may cause involuntary
movement to negatively affect the quality of raw image data. In this respect, we are
currently developing a next generation of dual imaging system that allows for concurrent
and simultaneous acquisition of hyperspectral and RGB image data. Second, the
hyperspectral reconstruction from originally measured RGB image data may involve
technical adjustment issues, such as different pixel sizes between mono and RGB
cameras and RGB color interpolation of adjacent pixels. Indeed, most common 3-color
sensors (e.g., Bayer filter sensor) interpolate missing color information in selected pixel
positions using a demosaicing algorithm [137]. We note that Foveon X3 sensors would
be more ideal for our RGB-based hyperspectral reconstruction. Third, the training-based
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hyperspectral reconstruction method requires a prior hyperspectral image data of interest
and heavily depends on the quality of training data and the similarity of testing data to
training data sets. Even though SKH-1 mouse skin has similarities with human skin, our
current conversion matrix from RGB to hyperspectral image data would be limited only
to SKH-1 mouse skin samples. For visualization of spatiotemporal changes in
inflammatory hyperemia in humans, training hyperspectral data from humans with
different degrees of hyperemia under several clinical scenarios are required. We note that
this limitation applies to any training-based reconstruction methods, involving an
appropriate selection of samples.

4.5 Concluding Remarks
We have shown that the unique combination of hyperspectral reconstruction and
telecentric reflectance imaging can serve as a simple and affordable imaging system to
visualize quantitative spatiotemporal changes of subclinical inflammatory hyperemia in a
relatively large tissue area. We have conducted the comparative investigation of Hgb
content maps between the hyperspectral and RGB image data at different time-points of
photocarcinogenesis to validate our imaging method in the experimental setting. The
current hyperspectral reconstruction method could potentially be extended to examine the
tissue microenvironment in humans, when a training data set is readily available.
Because inflammation is a common component of many dermatologic abnormalities,
accurate and reliable detection of inflammatory hyperemia will be beneficial to the
clinical management. The main advantages of RGB-based hyperspectral reconstruction
imaging of Hgb are i) the sensitivity of Hgb content, ii) the simplicity for instrumentation,
and iii) the high temporal resolution of data acquisition, all of which suggest that this
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technology could easily be incorporated into an instrument of modest price such as a
smartphone. Indeed, as the smartphone ownership is common, the ‘right’ technology
should take advantage of the built-in camera (i.e., RGB sensor) in a smartphone without
requiring additional bulky and expensive hardware attachment. We expect that such
noninvasive, cost-effective, and user-friendly imaging devices will play a critical role in
initial screening and risk-stratification for personalized monitoring of inflammatory skin
diseases, leading to timely clinical examination.
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Figure 4.1 Schematics of the dual imaging setup to acquire hyperspectral and RGB image
data under the identical illumination and detection configurations, consisting of a
telecentric lens. The illumination beam is coupled with a liquid crystal tunable filter
(LCTF) to generate hyperspectral imaging data of the light reflected from the dorsal
surface of a mouse. For RGB imaging, LCTF is temporally removed and a 3-color CCD
camera is used. Inset: Spectral response of the 3-color CCD (Sony ICX625) used in this
imaging setup. Although the telecentric lens system is not required, this offers backdirectional angular gating for anisotropic scattering media (i.e., biological tissue), in part
discarding unwanted scattered or diffusive light in biological tissue [1–3].
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Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) Representative 3-dimensional data structures (  ! ") of
hyperspectral reflectance images for a UVB-irradiated mouse skin at 17 weeks after the
cessation of UVB irradiation and a non-irradiated (control) mouse skin , respectively. (c)
and (d) Corresponding reflectance spectra measured (red solid line) and reconstructed
from RGB signals (blue circle) averaged from the UVB-irradiated and control mouse skin,
respectively.
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Figure 4.3 Performance characteristics of hyperspectral reconstruction from RGB data.
(a) 95% confidence intervals of mean differences (dark blue line) between the original
reflectance spectra and the reconstructed spectra at each wavelength. (b) Goodness-of-fit
metrics of R2 and RMSE from 94 mouse skin image data taken over time from 12 mice
used as a testing data set.
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Figure 4.6 Spatiotemporal extent in Hgb content maps of UVB-induced hyperemic foci
following different weeks after the cessation of carcinogenic UVB irradiation from the
same mouse in a sequential manner. (a) Photographs obtained using a digital camera.
During early photocarcinogenesis (i.e., 4 – 9 weeks after the cessation of UVB
irradiation), the conventional photographs are not sensitive to the changes of hyperemia.
(b) Hgb maps computed using the hyperspectral image data from the UVB-irradiated
mouse skin. (c) Hgb maps computed using the reconstructed hyperspectral image data
from the RGB data. (b) and (c) show the significant similarity due to the reliable
hyperspectral reconstruction. In both cases, focal areas of intense hyperemia precede
tumor formation, indicating sites at high risk for tumor occurrence; the hyperemic areas
not only persist, but also suggest a link between dermal hyperemia and ongoing
epidermal tumor development.
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Figure 4.7 Hgb content maps from a representative non-irradiated mouse skin from the
same mice in a sequential manner. (a) Photographs obtained using a digital camera from
the control mouse. (b) Hgb maps computed using the hyperspectral image data. (c) Hgb
maps computed using the reconstructed hyperspectral data from RGB data for the same
mouse. The significant similarity between (b) and (c) in the case of low Hgb content also
supports the reliability of hyperspectral reconstruction.
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Figure 4.8 (a) Analyses of Hgb content maps computed from the hyperspectral
reflectance image data. After thresholding hotspot areas with Hgb content more than 2.0
mg/ml, mean areas of hyperemic foci are calculated. The areas of high Hgb content
expand after the cessation of UVB irradiation in UVB-irradiated mice but not in control
mice (i.e., non UVB-irradiated). The difference of multifocal hyperemic areas between
the UVB-irradiated and control groups is statistically significant with p-value = 0.007.
Average Hgb content within the hotspots is determined for each mouse at each time-point.
(b) Corresponding analyses of Hgb content maps computed from the RGB image data,
using the hyperspectral reconstruction method. The Hgb content analyses using the
RGB-based hyperspectral reconstruction significantly resemble the Hgb analyses using
the original hyperspectral data. The error bars are standard deviations.
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CHAPTER 5.

FUTURE DIRECTION

The dissertation works as shown in the previous Chapters, support our hypothesis
that spectrometerless (or spectrometer-free) hyperspectral imaging systems can be
achieved by a combination of 3-color CCD imaging system and hyperspectral
reconstruction method that reliably reconstructs the full spectral information from RGB
data. The results demonstrate the critical advantages of the proposed approach:
hyperspectral image reconstruction using RGB data allows for the simplicity for
instrumentation and operation without relying on bulky and expensive LCTF or
spectrometers. Thus, we envision that RGB-based reconstructed hyperspectral imaging
of physiological changes of biological tissues could potentially be integrated with the
built-in camera (RGB sensor) of a smartphone to develop a simple imaging device that
could offer affordable monitoring of disease-associated biochemical compounds in the
tissue of interest.
For the extension of the dissertation works, the future work will focus on two
aspects: i) developments of a next generation of dual imaging system that allows for
concurrent and simultaneous acquisition of hyperspectral and RGB image data, and ii)
efforts to improve the accuracy of hyperspectral reconstruction for various size and
quality of training data sets. First, for the reliable quality of spectral reconstruction, it is
critical to train the transformation matrix using the hyperspectral data obtained from the
identical illumination and detection configuration. Reflectance spectra are highly
sensitive to illumination and detection geometries due to elastic light scattering. The
current dual imaging system was able to resolve these issues, minimizing potential
spectral variations resulting from different illumination and detection configurations.
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However, sequential acquisition of both hyperspectral image and RGB image in the
current setup still could limit effective clinical applications due to a time delay causing
involuntary movement. In this respect, we are developing the integrated imaging system
to acquire both hyperspectral imaging data and RGB image data simultaneously. Second,
for the broader applicability of the proposed method, we have used multivariate
regression methods to reconstruct reflectance spectra. The regression methods do not
require any extra information but use only the reflectance spectra and the corresponding
RGB camera responses of learning samples, making it more applicable. To capture
possibly nonlinear relationship between reflectance spectra and RGB data, 2nd order
polynomial regression has been selected. However, the training-based hyperspectral
reconstruction method relies on the quality of training data and the similarity of testing
data to training data sets. To improve the accuracy of hyperspectral reconstruction for
various quality of training data, mathematical efforts to develop machine learning based
methods may be worthwhile. Indeed, in basic color science, there has been a progress for
generalizing the polynomial models to the kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) framework
where flexible and powerful input representations are utilized [34]. The kernel model
was reported to outstanding model when the training set was large [34]. For small
training data set, a combined model based on support vector regression [39] has been
proposed. The basic strategy is to combine RGB data with sampled wavelengths together
as the input to extract the information from the training samples as much as possible.
Such an approach has shown to improve the accuracy of spectral estimation by partially
compensating for the insufficient information from small training sets [39].
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APPENDIX

Source Codes
% Spectral reconstruction from RGB image
% run_start_rgb.m
clear; clc; close all;

%% data path
samples_dir = '/../RGB/rawdata';
ws_dir = '/../RGB/rawdata/ws';
bg_dir = '/../RGB/rawdata/bg';
nor_pws_dir = '/../RGB/nor_pws';
reconspec_dir = '/../RGB/recon_spec';
hgb_dir = '/../RGB/hgb';

%% parameter setting
y_dim = 2048; x_dim = 2448; num_wavelen = 3;

%% Generate normalized RGB image
tic
gen_nor_rgb(samples_dir,

ws_dir,

bg_dir,

nor_pws_dir,

num_wavelen);
toc

%% Reconstruct reflectance spectra from RGB image
tic
recon_specdata_rgb(nor_pws_dir, reconspec_dir, y_dim, x_dim);
toc

%% Visualize Hgb map
hgb_thres = 2.22;
tic
mapout_Hgb(reconspec_dir, hgb_dir, y_dim, x_dim, hgb_thres);
toc

y_dim,

x_dim,
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% gen_nor_rgb.m
function

[]

=

gen_nor_rgb(samples_dir,

ws_dir,

bg_dir,

nor_pws_dir,

x_dim, num_wavelen)

% Create ws(white standard)
ws = conv_tif_rgbcube(ws_dir, y_dim, x_dim, num_wavelen);

% disp('ws');
% utility(ws);
% figure;imagesc(ws);title('white standard');

% Create background
bg = conv_tif_rgbcube(bg_dir, y_dim, x_dim, num_wavelen);

% disp('bg');
% utility(bg);
% figure;imagesc(bg);title('background');

files = dir(fullfile(samples_dir, 'sample*'));
num_files = size(files, 1);

for j = 1:num_files

data_dir = fullfile(samples_dir, files(j).name);

data = conv_tif_rgbcube(data_dir, y_dim, x_dim, num_wavelen);

%

disp('before nor');

%

utility(data);

%

figure;imagesc(data);title('before normalization');

nor = (data - bg) ./ (ws - bg);
%

nor = data ./ ws;

% Test
nor = nor - min(min(min(nor)));

y_dim,
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nor = nor / max(max(max(nor)));

%

disp('after nor');

%

utility(nor);

%

figure;imagesc(nor);title('after normalization');

filename = fullfile(nor_pws_dir, strcat('nor', files(j).name));
save(filename, 'nor');

end
end

% recon_specdata_rgb.m
function [] = recon_specdata_rgb(nor_rgb_dir, reconspec_dir, ydim, xdim)

files = dir(fullfile(nor_rgb_dir, '*.mat'));
num_files = size(files, 1);

load conv_matrix;

for i = 1:num_files

mat_file = fullfile(nor_rgb_dir, files(i).name);
load(mat_file, 'nor');

nor = reshape(nor, [], 1, size(nor,3));
nor = squeeze(nor);

v = nor';
v = [ v(1,:).^2 ; v(2,:).^2 ; v(3,:).^2 ;
v(1,:) ; v(2,:) ; v(3,:) ;
ones(1, size(v,2)) ];
nor = v';

reconspec_2d = nor * T;
reconspec = reshape(reconspec_2d, ydim, xdim, size(reconspec_2d, 2));
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filename = fullfile(reconspec_dir, strcat('recon', files(i).name));
save(filename, 'reconspec');
clear nor;
end
end

% mapout_Hgb.m
function [] = mapout_Hgb(refl_dir, hgb_dir, ydim, xdim, hgb_thres)

files = dir(fullfile(refl_dir, '*.mat'));
nFiles = size(files, 1);

xrange = (46/2)*(0:xdim-1)/1000; % actual length of xdim for each pixel is 46um
yrange = (46/2)*(0:ydim-1)/1000; % actual length of xdim for each pixel is 46um
font = 20;

for i = 1:nFiles

mat_file = fullfile(refl_dir, files(i).name);
id = files(i).name(9:end);
load(mat_file); % reconspec is loaded.
refl_est = reconspec;

%

% Generate white light images (xy)

%

xy = squeeze(sum(refl_est,3));

%

whitelight_img = xy/mean2(xy);

%
%

figure; imagesc(xrange, yrange, whitelight_img, [0 2]);

%

colormap(gray);

%

title(['white light image:',id],'FontSize',font);

%

set(gca,'FontSize',font);

%

colorbar; set(colorbar,'FontSize',font);

%

xlabel('[mm]','FontSize',font);

%

ylabel('[mm]','FontSize',font);

%
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%

save(whlimg_file, 'whitelight_img');

% Create Hgb map
Hgb = gen_ratioHgb(refl_est);
%

Hgb = gen_areaHgb(refl_est, wv);

%

Hgb = cropping(Hgb); % Mask ouside of sample

%hgb_thres = mean(mean(Hgb));
%hgb_thres = round(hgb_thres * 10)/10;
%figure; imagesc(xrange,yrange,Hgb,[0 hgb_thres]);
%

Hgb

= medfilt2(Hgb,[5 5]);

figure; imagesc(xrange,yrange,Hgb,[1.24 hgb_thres]); % [0.8808 2.4066]
title(['Hgb map:', id],'FontSize',font);
set(gca,'FontSize',font);
colormap jet;
colorbar; set(colorbar,'FontSize',font);
xlabel('[mm]','FontSize',font);
ylabel('[mm]','FontSize',font);

Hgb_file = fullfile(hgb_dir, strcat('Hgb_',id));
save(Hgb_file,'Hgb');
clear reconspec; % clear nor;
end
end

% conv_tif_rgbcube.m
function [rgbcube] = conv_tif_rgbcube(directory, y_dim, x_dim, num_wavelen)

% files - Nx1 sturct array with fields: name, data, bytes, isdir, datenum
files = dir(fullfile(directory, '*.tiff'));
num_files = size(files, 1);

big_data = zeros(y_dim, x_dim, num_wavelen, num_files);

for i = 1:num_files
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tif_file = fullfile(directory, files(i).name);
I = im2double(imread(tif_file)); % 1024x1224x3

big_data(:,:,:,i) = I;
end

% Average over samples to reduce the noise
rgbcube = mean(big_data, 4);
end

% Generation of transformation matrix
% run_build_model.m
clear ; close all ; clc ;

hsi_dir = '/../HSI/nor';
rgb_dir = '/../RGB/nor';
reconspec_dir = '/../RGB/recon_spec';

%% Parameters
ydim = 2048; xdim = 2448;
nPixel = ydim*xdim;
wv = 400:10:720;

%% Split training set into test set
[train_idx, test_idx] = split_tr_te(hsi_dir, rgb_dir, nPixel, wv);
save('trainNtest_idx', 'train_idx','test_idx');

%% Build the recon model
load('trainNtest_idx');
train_recon_model(test_idx, ydim, xdim, hsi_dir, reconspec_dir);

% split_tr_te.m
function [train_idx, test_idx] = split_tr_te(refl_dir, rgb_dir, nPixel, wv)
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files = dir(fullfile(refl_dir, '*.mat'));
num_files = size(files, 1);
rgbfiles = dir(fullfile(rgb_dir, '*.mat'));

train_idx = randperm(num_files, round(num_files * 0.75)); %0.75
nTrainset = length(train_idx);

test_idx = setdiff(1:num_files, train_idx);
nTestset = length(test_idx);

nWV = size(wv,2);

%% Create training set
refl_spec = zeros(nPixel*nTrainset, nWV);
rgb_img = zeros(nPixel*nTrainset, 3);
i = 1;

for j = 1:length(train_idx)

k = train_idx(j);

refl_file = fullfile(refl_dir, files(k).name);
load(refl_file);
nor2 = reshape(nor, [], size(nor,3));
refl_spec(i:i+nPixel-1,:) = nor2;

rgb_file = fullfile(rgb_dir, rgbfiles(k).name);
load(rgb_file);
rgb = nor;
clear nor;
rgb2 = reshape(rgb, [], size(rgb,3));
rgb_img(i:i+nPixel-1,:) = rgb2;

i = i + nPixel;
end
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save ('refl_spec_tr', 'refl_spec', '-v7.3');
save ('rgb_img_tr', 'rgb_img', '-v7.3');

%% Crate test set
refl_spec = zeros(nPixel*nTestset, nWV);
rgb_img = zeros(nPixel*nTestset, 3);
i = 1;

for j = 1:length(test_idx)

k = test_idx(j);

refl_file = fullfile(refl_dir, files(k).name);
load(refl_file);
nor2 = reshape(nor, [], size(nor,3));
refl_spec(i:i+nPixel-1,:) = nor2;

rgb_file = fullfile(rgb_dir, rgbfiles(k).name);
load(rgb_file);
rgb = nor;
clear nor;
rgb2 = reshape(rgb, [], size(rgb,3));
rgb_img(i:i+nPixel-1,:) = rgb2;

i = i + nPixel;
end

save ('refl_spec_te', 'refl_spec', '-v7.3');
save ('rgb_img_te', 'rgb_img', '-v7.3');

end

% train_recon_model.m
function [] = train_recon_model(test_idx, ydim, xdim, refl_dir, refl_est_dir)
nPixel = ydim * xdim;
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%% Train conv_matrix
load('refl_spec_tr');
load('rgb_img_tr');

% deg = 2
v = rgb_img';
v = [ v(1,:).^2 ; v(2,:).^2 ; v(3,:).^2 ;
v(1,:) ; v(2,:) ; v(3,:) ;
ones(1, size(v,2)) ]; % 7x30081024
rgb_img = v';

% Use polynomial regression
T = rgb_img\refl_spec; % 7x33
save('conv_matrix', 'T');

%% Estimate reflectance spectra using separate test set.
load('conv_matrix');
load('rgb_img_te');

% deg = 2
v = rgb_img';
v = [ v(1,:).^2 ; v(2,:).^2 ; v(3,:).^2 ;
v(1,:) ; v(2,:) ; v(3,:) ;
ones(1, size(v,2)) ];
rgb_img = v';

refl_spec_est = rgb_img * T;
save('refl_spec_est', 'refl_spec_est');

%% Transform 2D estimated reflectance spectra into 3D (hypercube)
load('refl_spec_est');
files = dir(fullfile(refl_dir, '*.mat'));
nTestset = length(test_idx);
i = 1;

for j = 1:nTestset
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tmp_refl = refl_spec_est(i:i+nPixel-1,:); % tmp_refl: 262144x33
refl2d_est = reshape(tmp_refl, ydim, xdim, size(tmp_refl,2));
i = i + nPixel;

% refl_spec should be (512x512)x33
k = test_idx(j);
refl_file

=

fullfile(refl_est_dir,

files(k).name(4:end)));
save (refl_file, 'refl2d_est');
end
end

% Hgb estimation from area/feature of spectral analysis
% mapout_Hgb.m
function [] = mapout_Hgb(nor_dir, hgb_dir, ydim, xdim, wv)

files = dir(fullfile(nor_dir, '*.mat'));
nFiles = size(files, 1);

% Load area2Hb parameters from phantom
load phantom_param.mat; % x1 & x2 loaded

xrange = (36.5/xdim)*1000*(0:xdim-1)/1000;
yrange = (30.5/ydim)*1000*(0:ydim-1)/1000;
font = 20;
% Hgb_thres = 2.5;
lb = 0.6; ub = 1.8;

for i = 1:nFiles

mat_file = fullfile(nor_dir, files(i).name);
load(mat_file);

%

% Generate white light images (xy)

strcat('refl_est',
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%

xy = squeeze(sum(nor,3));

%

whitelight_img = xy/mean2(xy);

%
%

figure; imagesc(xrange, yrange, whitelight_img, [0 2]);

%

colormap(gray);

%

title(['white light image:',files(i).name(4:end)],'FontSize',font);

%

set(gca,'FontSize',font);

%

colorbar; set(colorbar,'FontSize',font);

%

xlabel('[mm]','FontSize',font);

%

ylabel('[mm]','FontSize',font);

%

save(whlimg_file, 'whitelight_img');

% Create Hgb map
area = gen_nor2area(nor, ydim, xdim, wv);
Hgb = gen_area2Hb(area, x1, x2);
Hgb = cropping(Hgb, ydim, xdim);

figure; imagesc(xrange,yrange,Hgb,[lb ub]);
title(['Hgb ID:', files(i).name(end-6:end)],'FontSize',font);
set(gca,'FontSize',font);
colorbar; set(colorbar,'FontSize',font);
colormap(jet);
xlabel('[mm]','FontSize',font);
ylabel('[mm]','FontSize',font);

Hgb_file = fullfile(hgb_dir, strcat('Hgb',files(i).name(end-6:end)));
save(Hgb_file,'Hgb');
clear nor; % clear nor;

end
end

% gen_nor2area.m
function [ area ] = gen_nor2area(nor, ydim, xdim, wv)
[n,m,wv_len]=size(nor);
wv = wv';
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% fitting parameters
% original system: fit1: 438-499nm, fit2: 625-700nm
fit1start = 1; % 400 nm
fit1end = 1;
fit2start = 33; % 720 nm, del=10 (same as phantom)
fit2end = 33;
% fit2start = 23; % 620 nm, del=10 (same as phantom)
% fit2end = 23;

area_start = 12; % 510nm, 420-620nm [3,23]
area_end = 23; % 620nm

area = zeros(n,m);

% Generate cropping area to be masked
imageSize = size(area);
c_row = round(ydim/2); c_col = round(xdim/2); radius = min([ c_row c_col ]);
ci = [c_row, c_col, radius];
[xx,yy] = ndgrid((1:imageSize(1)) - ci(1), (1:imageSize(2)) - ci(2));
mask = double((xx.^2 + yy.^2) < ci(3)^2);

h = waitbar(0,'Calculating absorption area ...');
for y = 1:n
parfor x = 1:m
% If the poisition is inside the cropping (valid pixel)
if mask(y,x) == 1
spef = squeeze(nor(y,x,:));
%

spe = nor(y,x,:);

%

spef = sgolayfilt(spe,6,33);

%

spef = squeeze(spef/mean(spef(31:end))); % normalized by high

frequency componenet (> 700 nm)

tempx = [wv(fit1start:fit1end); wv(fit2start:fit2end)];
tempy = [spef(fit1start:fit1end); spef(fit2start:fit2end)];
p = polyfit(tempx,tempy,1);
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fity = polyval(p,wv); % fitting result
area(y,x)

=

sum(fity(area_start:area_end)-

spef(area_start:area_end));

else
area(y,x) = 0;
end
end
waitbar(y/n);
end
close(h);

end

% gen_area2Hb
function [Hb] = gen_area2Hb(area, x1, x2)

t = area;

% f1 = -0.1245*exp(-0.052*x) + 0.1231*exp(0.1923*x); % cl phantom1
% f2 = -0.1361*exp(-6.5916*x) + 0.1361*exp(0.1806*x); % cl phantom2

f1 = x1(1)*exp(-x1(2)*t) + x1(3)*exp(-x1(4)*t); % phantom21
f2 = x2(1)*exp(-x2(2)*t) + x2(3)*exp(-x2(4)*t); % phantom31
f = (f1 + f2)/2;

Hb = f;
end

% cropping
function [croppedImage] = cropping(I, ydim, xdim)
% Do circular crop, not rectanguler crop (use imcrop)

imageSize = size(I);
c_row = round(ydim/2); c_col = round(xdim/2); radius = min([ c_row c_col ]);
ci = [c_row, c_col, radius]; % center and radius of circle ([c_row, c_col, r])
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[xx,yy] = ndgrid((1:imageSize(1)) - ci(1), (1:imageSize(2)) - ci(2));
mask = double((xx.^2 + yy.^2) < ci(3)^2);

croppedImage = I .* mask;
croppedImage(croppedImage < 0) = 0;
end
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